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TICKETS
Only a limited number of passes are sold each year. Passes normally sell out.
VIP PASS: $85 – ($75 for students or seniors) for full access to all events,
including On a Grand Scale: Nell Shipman at the Grand Theatre on Sunday March 4 and
three catered receptions.
THREE FILM PASS: $30 – access to any three films with guaranteed
admittance. Not valid for On a Grand Scale: Nell Shipman.
ON A GRAND SCALE: NELL SHIPMAN: $25 – for catered reception,
exhibit and screening with live musical accompaniment. $20 senior;
$15 student.
SINGLE TICKET: $10 – available before each screening only and in limited quantities.
Arrive early so you won’t be disappointed! Children 5-12 years: $5. Children under 5: free.
TICKET OUTLETS
www.kingcanfilmfest.com
Buy advance passes online on the KCFF website! Visa and MasterCard accepted.
The Screening Room Movie Theatre
Cash sales of VIP and 3 Film Passes only
120 Princess Street
613.542.6080

The Grand Theatre
Online, telephone and in person sales for
On a Grand Scale: Nell Shipman only
www.kingstongrand.ca
613-530-2050
218 Princess Street

RECEPTIONS

Before, after and in between films celebrate
Canadian cinema in style.
Opening Reception
Thursday March 1, 9 pm
Tango, 331 King St. East
Get in:VIP Pass, 3 Film Pass, Opening Film Rush
Ticket, Sponsor Pass
Filmmakers’ Reception
Saturday March 3, 2:30 pm
Tango, 331 King St. East
Get in:VIP Pass, Sponsor Pass

Lights, camera, action!
Proudly Canadian and proud to support Canadian film
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BORDERLINE Reception - Hosted by
Modern Fuel
Saturday March 3, 6 pm to 9 pm
275 Princess Street
On a Grand Scale: Nell Shipman Reception
Sunday March 4, 2:30 pm
The Grand Theatre, 218 Princess St.
Get in:VIP Pass, On a Grand Scale Single Ticket,
On a Grand Scale Groupon, Sponsor Pass

SCREENING & EVENT

schedule

THURSDAY MARCH 1
LOCAL LOWDOWN WORKSHOP
EDWIN BOYD
OPENING RECEPTION

TIME
4:00 pm
7:00 pm
9:00 pm

EM – Empire Theatre (185 seats)
SR1 – Screening Room 1 (85 seats)
SR2 – Screening Room 2 (55 seats)

VENUE
Olivea
EM
Tango

FRIDAY MARCH 2
BREAKING IN: STARTING A CAREER
IN FILM AND MEDIA
MONSIEUR LAZHAR
BILLY BISHOP GOES TO WAR
SHORTS PACKAGE
COLD BLOODED
NUIT #1
AMY GEORGE
KEYHOLE

3:00 pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:10 pm
8:15 pm
9:15 pm
9:25 pm
10:15 pm

Queen’s
EM
SR1
SR2
EM
SR1
SR2
EM

KIDS’ ANIMATION WORKSHOP
NELL SHIPMAN: IN FOCUS SEMINAR
WIEBO’S WAR

10:00 am
10:30 am
12:00 pm

Queen’s
Olivea
SR1

MASTER CLASS: THOMAS WALLNER

12:00 pm

SR2

SATURDAY MARCH 3

NATIONAL PARKS PROJECT I
12:20 pm
FILMMAKERS’ RECEPTION
2:30-4:00 pm
AMY GEORGE
4:00 pm
NATIONAL PARKS PROJECT II
4:00 pm
BILLY BISHOP GOES TO WAR
4:10 pm
Modern Fuel ‘BORDERLINE’ RECEPTION 6:00-9:00 pm
I AM A GOOD PERSON/
I AM A BAD PERSON
6:15 pm
LA SACRÉE
7:00 pm
THE GUANTANAMO TRAP
7:20 pm
THE SAMARITAN
8:15 pm
CAFÉ DE FLORE
9:30 pm
KIVALINA V. EXXON
9:40 pm
THE CORRIDOR
10:25 pm

EM
Tango
SR1
EM
SR2
275 Princess St.
EM
SR1
SR2
EM
SR1
SR2
EM

SUNDAY MARCH 4
WRITER-DIRECTOR COLLABORATIONS
WORKSHOP
YOUNG ADULTS’ ANIMATION
WORKSHOP
THE GUANTANAMO TRAP
MONSIEUR LAZHAR
SHORTS PACKAGE
ON A GRAND SCALE: NELL SHIPMAN
CAFÉ DE FLORE
KIVALINA V. EXXON
STARBUCK - FREE CLOSING SCREENING

10:30 am

Olivea

11:00 am
12:00 pm
12:10 pm
12:15 pm
2:30 pm
3:00 pm
3:15 pm
7:00 pm

Queen’s
SR1
EM
SR2
Grand Theatre
SR1
SR2
EM
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FESTIVAL DIRECTOR

MESSAGE
marks my eighth year at the helm of the Kingston Canadian Film Festival. I’m not
sure I knew what I was getting myself into. My first blush with the festival was as a
volunteer blindly raising my hand to help with PR, or so I thought.

2012

As someone who’s involved in many different things – the festival being one of the important ones –
I’m often asked, “How do you do it?” I’m never sure what to say. I only know this: when you are
passionate about something it seems easier to find the time, even if it is never truly easy.

I have a personal passion for silent film history so it’s pretty cool when my personal interests
collide with our festival programming. Such is the case with On a Grand Scale: Nell Shipman, our
special presentation of the 1919 silent film BACK TO GOD’S COUNTRY at the Grand Theatre.
Shipman was the focus of my master’s thesis and she was one fascinating lady. Her life makes for
an intriguing study of how film developed and transformed in that early period. I am thrilled to be
bringing her story to you.

I’m not alone in my passion for Canadian cinema. This festival could not happen without the hard
work and dedication of many. Simply put: our staff is amazing, as are our volunteers and the members
of our board. Each one plays a vital role in this production we call the Kingston Canadian Film Festival.
And, we do it for you: the audience. I hope you enjoy this year’s edition.
See you at the movies,
Alison Migneault, Festival Director

DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMMING

MESSAGE

hether they’re real or invented, the people you’ll meet at this year’s Kingston Canadian
Film Festival are a remarkably varied collection. From Toronto’s most flamboyant bank robber in EDWIN BOYD to an extraordinary teacher in MONSIEUR LAZHAR to Samuel L.
Jackson’s crafty con artist in THE SAMARITAN to the determined and sometimes controversial individuals waging battles with the energy industry in WIEBO’S WAR and KIVALINA V. EXXON, these people
may not seem to have much in common.Yet what they share is a quality of boldness and vitality, something that informs how their stories are told by many of this country’s best filmmakers.

W

It’s no wonder that the people we see on screen have proven to be so memorable to audiences not
only in Canada but many other countries. KCFF is proud to present a wide array of films that are redefining our cinema for viewers internationally, some of whom may be surprised to know that a great
Canadian movie can mean anything from an exuberant comedy like STARBUCK to a freaky thriller
like THE CORRIDOR to such staunchly personal visions as NUIT #1 and I AM A GOOD PERSON/I
AM A BAD PERSON.

We’re equally excited to present THE SAMARITAN and COLD BLOODED, two new movies that will
soon be creating the same kind of stir both here and abroad. (And did we mention that many of their
makers are graduates of Queen’s?)

Whichever films you see at this year’s KCFF, you’ll be sure to meet some people you’ll want to meet
again… as well as some shadier types you’d be wise to avoid if you know what’s good for you.
Jason Anderson, Director of Programming

4

MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD:
Canada produces a remarkable crop of movies
each year. Veteran filmmakers and a regular
supply of younger producers and directors
constantly renew its cinema.Yet most Canadian
moviegoers are not provided a regular diet of
Canadian movies. It’s been that way since the
silent era. That makes feasts such as this twelfth
annual Kingston Canadian Film Festival that much
more important. It offers filmmakers dedicated,
interested viewers, and it offers us an intense,
momentary look into the current state of
cinematic imagination. On behalf of the festival’s
board of directors, welcome.
Blaine Allan, Chair

KCFF Staff
Alison Migneault – Festival Director
Katrina Enros – Development Manager
Marion Ferrer – Festival Coordinator
Andrew Gurney – Production Coordinator
Peter Cassidy – Technical Coordinator
Janelle Zhao – Development Intern
Caroline Klimek – Administrative Intern
Jason Rocky – Hospitality Intern
Eric Ferguson – Production Intern

KCFF Programming Committee
Jason Anderson – Director of Programming
Kara Halfidson – Programmer
Kristine Estorninos – Programmer

KCFF Board of Directors
Blaine Allan, Chair
Scott Meyers,Vice-Chair
Wendy Huot
Clarke Mackey
Elan Mastai
Mark Thompson
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T

oronto’s most ﬂamboyant criminal
of the 1940s and 1950s, bank
robber Edwin Boyd gets the smart,
stylish biopic he deserves in this selfassured ﬁrst feature by Nathan
Morlando. The ﬁlmmaker spent over a
decade developing the project – he
even got to know Boyd before he died
in 2002. Scott Speedman brings a
comparable level of care and
dedication to his compelling
performance as Boyd, a WWII vet
who dreams of becoming an actor
but settles for the role of being
Canada’s most wanted criminal. The
star gets great support from Kelly
Reilly as his wife Doreen, Brian Cox
as his father and Kevin Durand,
Joseph Cross and Brendan Fletcher
as the rest of the notorious Boyd
Gang. Lessons in Canadian history
don’t come any cooler than this.
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AMY GEORGE

Fri Mar 2, 9:25 pm Sat Mar 3, 4:00 pm
Screening Room 2 Screening Room 1
Rating: 14A

A

n impressive ﬁrst feature by the Toronto-based team of
Yonah Lewis and Calvin George, AMY GEoRGE is a refreshingly sharp and subtle coming-of-age. A 13-yearold with artistic ambitions, Jesse gets the spurious advice that
in order to be a true artist, he must make love to a woman.
Having failed to get much useful guidance from his well-meaning bohemian parents – played by writer Claudia Dey and musician Don Kerr – Jesse struggles to sort out his thoughts on
sex, a subject that becomes even more complicated when he
starts spying into the bedroom of his new neighbour Amy. By
concentrating more on the small developments in Jesse’s life
than any big-picture concerns, Lewis and George craft an unusually acute and engaging portrait of adolescence.

Director: Yonah Lewis, Calvin Thomas
Screenplay: Yonah Lewis, Calvin Thomas
Producers: Yonah Lewis, Calvin Thomas
Principal Cast: Gabriel del Castillo Mullally,
Claudia Dey, Don Kerr, Natasha Allan, Emily Henry
Language: English Runtime: 95 minutes

goes to

BILLY BISHOP WAR

Fri Mar 2, 7:00 pm
Screening Room 1

Sat Mar 3, 4:10 pm
Screening Room 2
Rating: PG

O

ne of the best loved works in the history of the
Canadian stage makes a successful transition to
the screen in this conﬁdent adaptation of the musical tribute to the WWI ﬂying ace. Made during the
Soulpepper Theatre Company’s triumphant remount in
2009, director Barbara Willis-Sweete’s ﬁlm captures the
show’s two creator-performers in top form. With John Gray
providing musical accompaniment, Eric Peterson delivers
a virtuosic performance as 18 diﬀerent characters, including Billy, the owen Sound boy who becomes a legend of
the skies, albeit with no little sorrow about the friends he
lost in the war. That Peterson – who ﬁrst performed the
show in 1978 – now plays Bishop as an older man adds another layer of poignance to this Canadian classic.

Director: Barbara Willis-Sweete
Screenplay: John Gray, Eric Peterson
Producers: Sandra Cunningham, Brad Fox
Principal Cast: John Gray, Eric Peterson
Language: English subtitles Runtime: 86 minutes
9

COLD

BLOODED

Fri Mar 2, 8:15 pm
Empire Theatre
Unrated - scenes of graphic violence

A

feature debut by Toronto ﬁlmmaker Jason Lapeyre,
this tightly rendered and admirably nasty thriller ﬁlls
a deserted hospital wing with a motley crew of
criminals and one very unlucky cop. It almost goes without
saying that these bad guys should never be put in close
proximity to sharp surgical equipment, especially not
when they’ve got some serious business to settle amongst
themselves. In order to survive the night, the desperate
policewoman must make an uneasy alliance with the jewel
thief she’s supposed to be protecting. The bounty of plot
twists and skilled cast of actors – including Zoie Palmer of
TV’s Lost Girl and Ryan Robbins of Sanctuary – ensure that
Lapeyre’s ﬁlm crackles with tension.

Director: Jason Lapeyre
Screenplay: Jason Lapeyre
Producers: Leah Jaunzems, Tim Merkel
Principal Cast: Ryan Robbins, Zoie Palmer, Bill
MacDonald, Huse Madhavji
Language: English Runtime: 86 minutes

the CORRIDOR

I

ngenious, exciting and genuinely creepy, this ﬁrst feature by Halifax’s Evan Kelly has been a sensation on the
planet’s circuit of genre-movie festivals and it’s easy to
see why. In this cunning hybrid of mind-bending science
ﬁction and grisly horror, a group of friends reunite at the
wintry cabin where one pal had a violent mental breakdown years before. But the truth behind that incident is
far wilder and weirder than any of them can imagine. And
as you might expect, that revelation soon transforms a
fun weekend getaway into something far grislier. To say
anything more would ruin the surprise but let it suﬃce to
say that not since CuBE has a low-budget Canadian
thriller done so much with limited means.

Director: Evan Kelly
Screenplay: Josh MacDonald
Producers: Craig Cameron, Mike Masters
Principal Cast: Matthew Amyotte, Nigel Bennett,
Stephen Chambers
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Language: English
Runtime: 99 minutes

Sat Mar 3, 10:25 pm
Empire Theatre
Unrated - scenes of graphic violence

The
GUANTANAMO

trap

Sat Mar 3, 7:20 pm
Screening Room 2

Sun Mar 4, 12:00 pm
Screening Room 1
Rating: 18A

L

ike any conﬂict, America’s ongoing war on terror
cannot be fought without creating collateral
damage. That fact is dramatically demonstrated by
this Genie-nominated ﬁlm by Thomas Wallner, one of
the most accomplished ﬁgures in Canada’s documentary
community. THE GuANTANAMo TRAP introduces
viewers to several people whose lives were dramatically
altered by their experiences as both inmates and
overseers at the u.S. Military Prison at Guantanamo Bay.
Together, their stories comprise an aﬀecting study of
ethics, politics and individual responsibility as they exist
in the world created by 9/11.

Director: Thomas Wallner
Screenplay: Manfred Becker, Thomas Wallner
Producers: Amit Breuer, Marcel Hoehn, Christoph Jorg,
Thomas Kufus
Language: English, German, Turkish and Spanish
Runtime: 90 minutes

I AM A GOOD
PERSON

/ I AM A BAD PERSON

Sat Mar 3, 6:15 pm
Empire Theatre
Unrated

T

he recent recipient of the Jay Scott Prize for emerging
talent by the Toronto Film Critics Association, Ingrid
Veninger is proving to be one of Canada’s most industrious and gifted new ﬁlmmakers. Having made two
charming portraits of young characters with oNLY (which
she co-directed with Simon Reynolds) and MoDRA (KCFF
2011), Veninger shifts gears with this caustically funny and
well-observed story of a self-involved indie director who
brings her daughter on a week-long tour of ﬁlm festivals in
Europe. That the pair in question are played by Veninger
and her own daughter Hallie Switzer adds another level of
intrigue to the proceedings, though given what happens
on screen, the movie’s contents are hopefully only semiautobiographical.

Director: Ingrid Veninger
Screenplay: Ingrid Veninger
Producer: Ingrid Veninger
Principal Cast: Hallie Switzer, Ingrid Veninger, Suzana Mikytova
Language: English
Runtime: 80 minutes
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KEYHOLE

Fri Mar 2, 10:15 pm
Empire Theatre
Rating: 18A

T

he inimitable Winnipeg director Guy Maddin has described his latest as his ﬁrst “ghosts-and-gangsters
movie.” KEYHoLE also rates as one of cinema’s weirdest and funniest takes on Homer’s odyssey. of course,
there’s plenty of James Joyce in the mix, too, and more
than a little Abbott and Costello. Jason Patric is terriﬁc in
the role of ulysses, a gangland boss on a quest to revisit
his past and reconstitute the family he had with wife Hyacinth (Isabella Rossellini), one of many characters who
may actually be deceased. Like so many of Maddin’s
movies, KEYHoLE plays by its own rules and its own
twisted logic. But rarely has Maddin’s brand of surrealism
been quite so bewitching, funny or erotically charged.

Director: Guy Maddin
Screenplay: Guy Maddin, George Toles
Producers: Jody Shapiro, Jean du Toit
Principal Cast: Jason Patric, Isabella Rossellini,
Louis Negin, udo Kier
Language: English Runtime: 105 minutes

KIVALINA V. EXXON

Sat Mar 3, 9:40 pm
Screening Room 2

Sun Mar 4, 3:15 pm
Screening Room 2
Unrated

A

s one inhabitant of this Alaskan village puts it,
Kivalina is the “canary in the coalmine” when it
comes to the growing impact of global warming on
communities all over the world. The big thaw has aﬀected
nearly aspect of the life on the island but plans to move
the town to another location has been stymied by
politicians and bureaucrats unwilling to really confront
the full implications (and the cost) of the crisis. The
villagers feel they have no recourse but to launch a
lawsuit against the giants of the energy industry. An
incisive yet humane look at a place coping with a
nightmare that may soon engulf us all, this ﬁlm by
Montreal’s Ben Addelman is further distinguished by
Steve Cosens’ startling cinematography and eerie new
music by Tim Hecker.

Director: Ben Addelman
Screenplay: Ben Addelman
Producers: Penny Mancuso, David Miller
Language: English
Runtime: 90 minutes
13

Screening in two parts. $15 for both. Students $5.

the NATIONAL PARKS

PROJECT

Part 1 Sat Mar 2, 12:20 pm
Empire Theatre

Part 2 Sat Mar 2, 4:00 pm
Empire Theatre
Rating: G

o mark the centennial of Parks Canada, a patriotic cadre of
52 ﬁlmmakers and musicians went into the wilds to interact
with iconic landscapes across the land. Like the pilot project NATIoNAL PARKS PRoJECT: GRoS MoRNE – presented at
KCFF 2010 – these mergers of images and sounds could be described as nature ﬁlms, though they’re like none you’ve ever experienced. The roster of artists involved with these 13 vignettes
includes Zacharias Kunuk (The Fast Runner), Peter Lynch (Project Grizzly) and Louise Archambault (Familia), while such musical luminaries as Sarah Harmer, Shad, John K. Samson and
Melissa Auf der Maur provide the soundtracks. Representing an
appropriately vast diversity of creative visions, these ﬁlms radically reconﬁgure our typical notions of Canadiana.

T

Directors: Louise Archambault, Keith Behrman, Daniel
Cockburn, Hubert Davis, Sturla Gunnarsson, Zacharias
Kunuk, Stephane Laﬂeur, Peter Lynch, Catherine Martin,
Kevin McMahon, Scott Smith, Jamie Travis, John Walker
Producers: Joel McConvey, Geoﬀ Morrison, Ryan J. Noth,
Kristina McLaughlin, Kevin McMahon, Michael McMahon
Language: English Runtime: 127 mins (screening in
two parts)

THE SAMARITAN

I

n an electric, lived-in performance, Samuel L. Jackson stars
as Foley, a newly paroled conman ready to put the criminal
life behind him. unfortunately, his past isn’t quite done
with him. The son of his former partner has a high-stakes
plan and Foley’s going to help him whether he wants to or
not. Making its eagerly awaited Canadian premiere at this
year’s festival, director David Weaver’s neo-noir thriller toys
with the hallmarks of the genre – an ex-con struggling to go
straight, a troubled femme fatale, a vengeful hotshot, a
volatile crime boss – and twists them through an edgy rattlesnake of a plot. The top-notch supporting cast includes
Luke Kirby, Ruth Negga, Gil Bellows, Deborah Kara unger, and
two-time oscar-nominee Tom Wilkinson.

Director: David Weaver
Screenplay: Elan Mastai, David Weaver
Producers: Suzanne Cheriton, Andras Hamori,
Tony Hosk, Elan Mastai, David Weaver

Principal Cast: Samuel L. Jackson, Tom Wilkinson,
Luke Kirby, Ruth Negga, Gil Bellows

Language: English Runtime: 93 minutes
14

(please ask FC)

Sat Mar 3, 8:15 pm
Empire Theatre
Rating: Unrated

Fri Mar 2, 7:10 pm
Screening Room 2

SHORTS PACKAGE
SAVAGE - Lisa Jackson
RHONDA’S PARTY - Ashley McKenzie
WE ATE THE CHILDREN LAST - Andrew Cividino
BIG MUDDY - Jefferson Moneo
AT LUNCH TIME: A STORY OF LOVE - Brad
Dryborough

THE BALCONY AFFAIR - Jamie Cussen
SANG FROID / COLD BLOOD - Martin Thibaudeau
COUNTRY OF WOLVES / AMAQQUT
NUNAAT - Neil Christopher
LONG BRANCH - Dane Clark and Linsey Stewart

Sun Mar 4, 12:15 pm
Screening Room 2
Rating 14A

T

his year’s program of nine
short ﬁlms is an emotional
rollercoaster that zigzags
across genres. A recent Genie
winner, Lisa Jackson’s musical
SAVAGE oﬀers a diﬀerent
perspective on the history of
Canada’s residential schools. In
Jamie Cussen’s comedy THE
BALCoNY AFFAIR, two characters in
the twilight of their lives ﬁnd that
love is awkward at any age. using
breathtaking animation, Neil
Christopher’s CouNTRY oF WoLVES
(named Best Canadian Short Drama
at ImagineNATIVE 2011) is a folk tale
steeped in the supernatural world of
Inuit beliefs and religion.

WIEBO’SWAR

Sat Mar 4, 12:00 pm
Screening Room 1
Rating: 14A

A

man whose name has become synonymous with opposition to the oil industry’s rapacious quest for resources in northern Alberta, Wiebo Ludwig is unafraid
to defend his land and his principles. That stance has sometimes put him on the wrong side of the law, and when a
mysterious series of pipeline bombings in B.C. began four
years ago – incidents not unlike the crimes for which he was
convicted in 2001 – Ludwig again came under suspicion.
During this same period, director David York had largely unprecedented access to the Christian community that Ludwig
has tried so hard to protect. A Genie nominee for Best Feature Length Documentary, York’s fascinating ﬁlm dispels the
myths and misconceptions about a man who has been variously portrayed as a dangerous eco-terrorist and a David
facing the biggest of modern-day Goliaths.

Director: David York
Screenplay: David York
Producers: David York, Nick Hector, Bryn Hughes,
Bonnie Thompson
Language: English Runtime: 94 minutes
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ON A GRAND SCALE:

Nell Shipman
Sunday March 4, 2:30 pm
The Grand Theatre

Reception and exhibit followed by
screening with live musical
accompaniment by Dr Philip Carli

B

ACK TO GOD’S COUNTRY was released in 1919 and tells the story of
Dolores LeBeau, a woman with an intrinsic connection to nature and
animals who lives with her father deep in the Canadian wilderness. In a
savage attack, Dolores’ father is murdered. Distraught, she eventually marries and
travels with her new husband on a whaling schooner only to come face-to-face
with her father’s killer.
BACK TO GOD’S COUNTRY was the product of a two-year exclusive
contract between Nell Shipman and James Oliver Curwood, a popular author
who often set his stories in the Canadian wilderness. The Shipman-Curwood
Producing Company was formed and Shipman’s husband and business manager,
Ernest Shipman, acting as producer was responsible for securing funding for the
film and for marketing it.
Intelligently marketed both in Canada and the United States, the film was one
of the most successful Canadian films of the silent period, posting a 300% profit.
The film was promoted as distinctively Canadian; a full-page advertisement in
Canadian Moving Picture Digest declared, “Your Audiences Have Been Waiting
for THIS – IT’S CANADIAN THROUGH AND THROUGH…A Canadian star in
a Canadian story by a Canadian author and produced by a Canadian company
under Canadian management.” A nude bathing scene featuring Shipman was also
heavily promoted with ads asking “Is nude rude?”
16

BACK TO
GOD’S
COUNTRY
Director: David Hartford
Screenplay: Nell Shipman and James Oliver

Curwood, adapted from the short story “Wapi
the Walrus” by James Oliver Curwood
Producer: Ernest Shipman and James Oliver
Curwood
Principal Cast:Nell Shipman, Wheeler
Oakman, Wellington A. Playter, Charles Arling
Language: Silent with English intertitles
Runtime: 73 minutes
Original Release: 1919

17

CAFÉ DE FLORE

Sat Mar 3, 9:30 pm
Screening Room 1

A

près un séjour dans le drame teinté de décorum britannique avec
VICToRIA : LES JEuNES ANNÉES D'uNE REINE, Jean-Marc Vallée
revient au style nerveux et incisif de C.R.A.Z.Y. (KCFF 2006), un des
grands triomphes du cinéma canadien. Drame romantique parfois
déroutant mais toujours captivant, CAFÉ DE FLoRE ne manque pas de
panache alors que l'action se déroule autour de deux intrigues qui
s'avèrent avoir des rapports inattendus. L'iconique Vanessa Paradis joue
le rôle d'une coiﬀeuse de la classe ouvrière qui élève son ﬁls atteint de
trisomie 21 vers la ﬁn des années 1960 à Paris. À une autre époque,
dans le Montréal contemporain, Kevin Parent personniﬁe un DJ jet-set
aux prises avec les retombées émotives d'un récent divorce. Jonglant
avec les époques et les prises de position provocantes sur les questions
d'amour, de mémoire et de synchronicité, CAFÉ DE FLoRE est à la fois
osé et sauvagement mouvementé.

Réalisateur: Jean-Marc Vallée
Scénario: Jean-Marc Vallée
Producteurs: Pierre Even, Marie-Claude Poulin, Jean-Yves
Robin, Nicolas Coppermann, Vanessa Fourgeaud, Jean-Marc Vallée
Distribution principale: Vanessa Paradis, Kevin Parent,
Hélène Florent, Evelyne Brochu
Langue: français avec sous-titres anglais Durée: 120 minutes

A

fter a sojourn into British costume drama with
THE YouNG VICToRIA, Jean-Marc Valleé returns
to the high-velocity style of C.R.A.Z.Y. (KCFF 2006),
one of Canadian cinema’s great triumphs. A romantic
drama that’s sometimes bewildering but always enthralling, CAFÉ DE FLoRE displays no shortage of ﬂash as
it hurtles through two storylines that prove to have unexpected connections. French icon Vanessa Paradis
plays a working-class hairdresser raising a son with
Down’s syndrome in late-’60s Paris. Meanwhile in present-day Montreal, Kevin Parent stars as a jet-set DJ sorting through the emotional fallout of a recent divorce.
With its juggling of time schemes and provocative take
on matters of love, memory and synchronicity, CAFÉ DE
FLoRE is formally daring and wildly energetic.

Director: Jean-Marc Vallée
Screenplay: Jean-Marc Vallée
Producers: Pierre Even, Marie-Claude Poulin, Jean-Yves Robin,
Nicolas Coppermann, Vanessa Fourgeaud, Jean-Marc Vallée

Principal Cast: Vanessa Paradis, Kevin Parent, Hélène Florent,
Evelyne Brochu

Language: French with English subtitles
Runtime: 120 minutes
18

Sun Mar 4, 3:00 pm
Screening Room 1
14A

MONSIEUR LAZHAR

Fri Mar 2, 6:00 pm
Empire Theatre

Sun Mar 4, 12:10 pm
Empire Theatre
Rating: PG

E

n nomination pour le meilleur ﬁlm en langue étrangère aux
oscars de cette année, MoNSIEuR LAZHAR marque un autre
jalon dans la carrière d¹un de nos plus talentueux cinéastes,
Philippe Falardeau (C¹EST PAS MoI, JE LE JuRE!, KCFF 2009).
Adaptant son scénario à partir d'une pièce de théâtre d'Évelyne de
la Chenelière, Falardeau amène le spectateur dans une salle de
classe montréalaise où un groupe de jeunes étudiants et étudiantes
tente de se remettre du récent suicide de leur professeur. C'est dans
ce contexte diﬃcile qu'arrive le prof remplaçant, un immigrant
algérien dont le comportement à la fois un peu guindé mais amical
dément les traumatismes qu’il a subis au cours de sa propre vie.
Déjà couronné de prix internationaux, le quatrième long métrage
de Falardeau est remarquable par sa subtilité et son humanité.

Réalisateur: Philippe Falardeau
Scénario: Philippe Falardeau inspiré de la pièce
d'Évelyne de la Chenelière

Producteurs: Luc Dery, Kim McCraw
Distribution principale: Fellag, Sophie Nelisse,
Émilien Néron, Danielle Proulx
Langues: français et arabe avec sous-titres anglais
Durée: 94 minutes

N

ominated for Best Foreign Language Film at this
year’s oscars, MoNSIEuR LAZHAR marks another
step forward for one of our most gifted
ﬁlmmakers, Philippe Falardeau (C’EST PAS MoI, JE LE
JuRE!, KCFF 2009). Adapting his script from a play by
Evelyne de la Chenelière, Falardeau brings viewers into a
Montreal schoolroom where a group of young students
struggle to deal with the recent suicide of their teacher.
Into this diﬃcult situation comes the teacher’s
replacement, an Algerian immigrant whose formal yet
friendly demeanour belies the traumas he has suﬀered
in his own life. Already a prizewinner internationally,
Falardeau’s fourth feature is remarkable for its subtlety
and humanity.

Director: Philippe Falardeau
Screenplay: Philippe Falardeau inspiré de la pièce
d'Évelyne de la Chenelière

Producers: Luc Dery, Kim McCraw
Principal Cast: Fellag, Sophie Nelisse,
Émilien Néron, Danielle Proulx

Language: French and Arabic with English subtitles
Runtime: 94 minutes
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A

près une série de courts métrages acclamés, la Montréalaise
Anne Émond fait ses débuts avec un long métrage
provocateur au drame torride et d'une intimité parfois
choquante à propos de deux étrangers dont la rencontre
passionnée sonne une longue nuit de l'âme pour les deux
protagonistes. À la suite d'un rave, Catherine De Léan et Dimitri
Storoge, les deux amoureux en question, sont superbes dans leurs
ébats érotiques dans l’appartement miteux de celui-ci suivis d'une
série de confessions mutuelles. Alors qu'ils révèlent leurs
vulnérabilités habituellement cachées, les personnages incarnent
la soif de leur génération pour la découverte d'un sens plus
profond à leurs relations. À la fois osé et élégant, le premier long
métrage d'Émond nous révèle un formidable nouveau talent.

Réalisateur: Anne Émond
Scénario: Anne Émond
Producteur: Nancy Grant
Distribution principale: Catherine De Léan, Dimitri Storoge
Langue: français avec sous-titres anglais Durée: 91 minutes

A

fter a string of acclaimed shorts, Montreal’s Anne
Émond makes a provocative feature debut with this
searing and sometimes shockingly intimate drama
about two strangers whose passionate encounter yields a
long dark night of the soul for them both. Catherine De Léan
and Dimitri Storoge are superb as the lovers in question,
who follow a steamy, after-after-party hook-up in his grungy
apartment with a round of confessions. As they reveal vulnerabilities that usually stay hidden, the characters come to
epitomize their generation’s hunger for a deeper sense of
connection. Daring and stylish, Émond’s ﬁrst feature marks
her as a formidable new talent.

Director: Anne Émond
Screenplay: Anne Émond
Producer: Nancy Grant
Principal Cast: Catherine De Léan, Dimitri Storoge
Language: French with English subtitles
Runtime: 91 minutes
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Fri Mar 2, 9:15 pm
Screening Room 1
Rating: 18A

LA SACRÉE

Sat Mar 3, 7:00 pm
Screening Room 1
Rating: Unrated

P

our les habitants d'un village franco-ontarien, il faudrait un
miracle pour stopper le dépérissement de cet endroit qu'ils
appellent chez eux. Bien qu'on sache tous que les miracles se
produisent de toutes sortes de façons, personne n'aurait pu prévoir
que la bonne fortune de Fort-Aimable passerait par un imposteur
sans le sou et une bière possédant des pouvoirs particuliers. Le
jeune réalisateur de ﬁlm de ﬁction franco-ontarien Dominic
Desjardins (LE DIVAN Du MoNDE, KCFF 2011), franchit un autre
jalon en concoctant le premier long métrage comique entièrement
en français à être fait en ontario. Avec ses prestations colorées et
son charme rustique, LA SACRÉE est un hommage aﬀectueux
envers un coin de pays peu connu possédant sa propre saveur
toute particulière.

Réalisateur: Dominic Desjardins
Scénario: Daniel Marchildon
Producteur: Mark Chatel
Distribution principale: Marc Marans, Louison Danis,
Geneviève Bilodeau, Damien Robitaille
Langue: français avec sous-titres anglais
Durée: 95 minutes

F

or the inhabitants of a Franco-ontarian village, it’ll
take a miracle to halt the decline of the place they
call home. While we all know that miracles can
come in many forms, no one could’ve predicted that
Fort-Aimable’s fortunes may depend on a slippery con
man and a beer with some unusual properties. The
young maker of the ﬁrst Franco-ontarian ﬁction ﬁlm in
two decades (LE DIVAN Du MoNDE, KCFF 2011), director
Dominic Desjardins achieves another milestone by
crafting the ﬁrst comedy feature to be made in ontario
that’s spoken entirely in French. With its colourful
performances and rustic charm, LA SACRÉE is an
aﬀectionate tribute to a little-seen corner of the country
that has its own special ﬂavour.

Director: Dominic Desjardins
Screenplay: Daniel Marchildon
Producer: Mark Chatel
Principal Cast: Marc Marans, Louison Danis, Geneviève
Bilodeau, Damien Robitaille

Language: French with English subtitles
Runtime: 95 minutes
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S

uccès phénoménal au box-oﬃce, la dernière-née de l'auteurréalisateur Ken Scott (LES DoIGTS CRoCHES, KCFF 2010) est l'une des
comédies canadiennes les plus amusantes et des plus touchantes à
avoir été produites depuis des années. une des grandes raisons de cet
attrait est Patrick Huard personniﬁant David Wozniak, chauﬀeur de
camion à viande, adepte de soccer et employé sous-performant
chronique rendu à la quarantaine sans avoir réalisé grand chose de toute
son existence. Mais ce n'est pas tout à fait vrai – grâce à ses fréquents
dons à une banque de sperme durant ses jeunes années, il est, en fait, le
père biologique de 533 enfants. Les eﬀorts de David pour mieux
connaître ‘sa’ progéniture susciteront à la fois les rires et les larmes des
spectateurs dans cette turbulente ode aux joies de la paternité et de la
communauté de Scott.

A

box-oﬃce smash in Quebec, the latest by writer-director Ken
Scott (LES DoIGTS CRoCHES, KCFF 2010) is one of the most
engaging and endearing Canadian comedies in years. A big
reason for its appeal is Patrick Huard – he stars as David Wozniak, a
meat-truck driver, soccer enthusiast and chronic underachiever who
has drifted into middle age without making much of his existence.
But that’s not entirely true – thanks to his frequent donations to a
sperm bank in his younger days, he’s actually the biological father of
533 children. David’s eﬀorts to get to know his “kids” will elicit both
laughter and tears from viewers of Scott’s boisterous ode to the
joys of paternity and community.
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BORDERLINE

Rachel James Kalpana

March 1-4
Installation at 275 Princess Street 6:00-9:00 pm
Presented in partnership with Modern Fuel

M

odern Fuel presents Rachel James Kalpana’s
BoRDERLINE as an oﬀ-site installation in
conjunction with KCFF. This is an exciting
partnership initiated during the 2011 edition of KCFF,
which continues this year to promote new media and
experimental work, add to the dynamic cultural scene in
Kingston and represent the breadth of artistic activity and
cultural diversity in Canada. James’ art practice is inspired
by her South Asian heritage, immigrant history and the
search for belonging. BoRDERLINE oﬀers a view of the
nightly border-closing ceremony that takes place in the
few feet between eastern Pakistan at Wagah and
northern India at Amritsar. Juxtaposed on a separate
screen is a contrasting view of her solitary and
surprisingly casual walk across the India/Pakistan border,
as permitted by the bittersweet privilege of the right
documentation.

WORKSHOPS
AND CLASSES
Advance registration required for most classes.
Space is limited. Register at
www.kingcanfilmfest.com
Local Lowdown:
Making Movies in Kingston - FREE
with Michael Patrick Lilly, Factory Film Studio

Thursday March 1, 4 to 5:30 pm
Olivea, 39 Brock St.

Making films in a smaller city can be tough. From
finding the right labour to infrastructure issues and
networking, this workshop will explore some of
the challenge and solutions for keeping it local.

Breaking In: Starting a Career
in Film & Media - FREE

Friday March 2, 3 to 5 pm
Queen’s University Career Services
Gordon Hall, 74 University Avenue
No registration required

A career event featuring representatives from
prominent Canadian film and media organizations.
This is a chance to get face time with people who
have the jobs you want. Get frank, honest and
helpful advice. Find out what it takes to get your
foot in the door, how to network, and where the
best jobs are.
Kids’ Animation Workshop - FREE
with animator Kathy Shultz

Saturday March 3, 10 am to 12 pm
Queen’s Film House, 160 Stuart St.

Open to kids age 8-12, this hands-on workshop
will explore the possibilities of stop-motion animation, using basic supplies including pens, paper and
plasticene. Materials are provided.
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WORKSHOPS
AND CLASSES

Master Class: Thomas Wallner - $25
Saturday March 3, 12 pm to 2 pm
The Screening Room

Sunday March 4, 11 am to 1 pm
Queen’s Film House, 160 Stuart St.

Suitable for teenagers and young adults. This
hands-on workshop will explore the possibilities
of stop-motion animation, using basic supplies
including pens, paper and plasticene. Materials are
provided.

Thomas Wallner is the director and co-writer of
this year’s film THE GUANTANAMO TRAP. For
nearly 20 years Wallner has had an ongoing creative partnership with Rhombus Media’s Larry Weinstein producing a number of internationally
acclaimed films including MY WAR YEARS:
ARNOLD SCHOENBERG, SOLIDARITY SONG:
THE HANNS EISLER STORY, BEETHOVEN'S
HAIR, TROPICANA and MOZARTBALLS.
Join Wallner for an insider look at the making of
THE GUANTANAMO TRAP and the documentary form.

Nell Shipman: In Focus - FREE
with Kay Armatage

Writer-Director Collaborations - FREE
with David Weaver and Elan Mastai

Learn more about the intriguing career and life of
actress/writer/producer/director Nell Shipman, the
subject of our special 2012 event On a Grand
Scale: Nell Shipman. Led by Kay Armatage, an academic who has published substantially about Shipman, this class is guaranteed to be fascinating.

Ever wonder what really goes on behind the
scenes? Do screenwriters secretly loathe directors?
Do directors “tweak” the screenplay just to annoy?
Join David Weaver and Elan Mastai, the director and
screenwriter for THE SAMARITAN, as they pull
back the curtain on this critical relationship.

Young Adults Animation Workshop - FREE
with animator Kathy Shultz

Saturday March 3, 10:30 am to 12 pm
Olivea, 39 Brock St.

Sunday March 4, 10:30 am to 12 pm
Olivea, 39 Brock St.
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LOCATIONS
Empire Capitol 7
213-223 Princess Street
The Screening Room Movie Theatre
120 Princess Street
Tango
331 King Street East
Opening Reception, Thursday March 3
The Grand Theatre
218 Princess Street
Filmmakers’ Reception, Saturday March 5
Olivea
39 Brock Street
Workshops and seminars
Modern Fuel Installation
BORDERLINE
275 Princess Street

Program Design by: Christine Jamieson Sponsored by: Queen’s University, Marketing and Communications Illustration by: Maria Bathaie

www.kingcanﬁlmfest.com

